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Abstract: As life expectancy increases, the number of people who suffer from blind and visual
impairment due to presbyopia is gradually increasing. Assistive device systems have been used
to overcome various physical, social, infrastructure, and accessibility barriers. As technology has
advanced, the scope of assistive technologies has been expanded. Therefore, we explored technological
opportunities in assistive technology for the blind and visually impaired to establish a strategy for
the technology competition in the near future. Firstly, the patent vacuum is detected by generating
the patent map based on generative topographic mapping (GTM). Secondly, social network analysis
is applied to identify the relationship between patent vacuums and occupied grid points in the
patent map. Finally, the technology activity index and technology impact index are considered at
quantitative and qualitative levels. Consequently, it was identified that wearable devices, including
the road situation signal acquisition module and data acquisition process control module, could be
occupied in the future. This study can provide practical ideas for research and development (R&D) in
the field of assistive devices for the blind and visually impaired. In addition, this study can be an
ample source for decision/policy makers to project new contents.

Keywords: patent analysis; technological opportunity discovery; vacant technology; blind and visual
impairment; assistive technology

1. Introduction

The World Health Organization (WHO) reported that at least 2.2 billion people worldwide have
a visual impairment or blindness [1]. Unlike congenital blindness, acquired visual impairment has
often been diagnosed due to aging, lifestyle factors, or heredity effects [2]. Presbyopia caused by aging
has had the greatest impact on visual impairment and has been the second most common cause of
blindness worldwide [3]. 1.09 billion people, over the age of 35, suffer from visual impairment due
to presbyopia, and as life expectancy increases, the rate of acquired blindness is expected to increase
more and more significantly [4].

Blind and visually impaired people have encountered a lot of challenges when performing most of
the natural activities performed by non-disabled people [5]. In particular, many dangerous situations
occur in environments that are unfamiliar to them. Assistive devices have been used for the blind
and visually impaired people to overcome various physical, social, infrastructural, and accessibility
barriers to independence and to live active, productive, and independent lives as equal members of
the society [6,7]. The use of assistive devices has been increasing, and several electronic aid devices
have been introduced over the past few years, called electronic travel aids (ETAs), which can replace
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with existing aid apparatus, such as white canes [8]. ETAs combining different types of sensors,
cameras, or feedback channels can work with different implementation approaches and improve
mobility for the visually impaired [9]. Assistive systems based on computer vision or machine learning
methods have been emerging, and assistive technology has been expanded according to technological
advancement [10–12].

The concept of technological opportunity analysis (TOA) has been recognized as an important
activity to remain competitive and lead the industry in the future [13,14]. Technological opportunity
analysis is related to technology forecasting and must consider technical characteristics of technology
based on the overall structure of technological advancement [15]. Patent databases have been
employed as representative sources of information to identify technological trends and anticipate new
technological opportunities [16,17]. Patents have been regarded as the output of the research and
development (R&D) activities that simultaneously fulfill technical and legal requirements, as well as
explicit criteria for originality, technical feasibility, and commercial value [18,19]. In particular, a patent
must be assigned at least one international patent classification (IPC) code developed by the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) [20,21]. Thus, it is possible to discovery technological
opportunities using IPC information in the patent documents since patents can be classified into specific
technology fields by IPC. Consequently, classified patents can be considered technically relevant.

As modern technology has advanced, industries have been characterized by complexity, volatility,
and radicalness [22]. Under such an environment, the competition for survival has intensified in the
industry. The recent global technological competition can be summarized as the process of discovering
and leveraging technological opportunities before competitors [23]. In order to be competitive and
survive, it is necessary to develop innovative strategies. Patent analysis based on mining tools, such as
text mining and bibliometric analysis, can be applied so that technology trends can be identified and
technological opportunities can be extracted from the amount of patent data [24]. More recently, patent
maps or patent networks have been employed to quantitatively discover technological opportunities
in the patent documents. These methods present informative results in visual form when analyzing
the characteristics of patents. Thus, researchers can intuitively interpret the valuable significance in the
complicated patent data.

This study aims to explore the technological opportunities that are considered possibilities in the
technology field of assistive devices for blind and visual impairment in the near future. In order to
identify reliable technological opportunities, we employ patent maps and patent networks based on
the IPC system. We can identify the patent vacuum regarded as a field of technological opportunities
by generating a patent map that analyzes the patent characteristics based on the IPC. Technological
innovations tend to be influenced by existing stable technologies and proceed with the emergence of
new technologies. Based on these trends, patent networks can be employed to identify the relationships
between technologies. Therefore, the results can provide useful information for interpreting technology
opportunities corresponding to assistive device technologies for the blind and visually impaired people.
This research can be a practical source for researchers and developers to apply insights in planning
R&D for new technologies.

2. Theoretical Background

Technological opportunities refer to the potentiality or possibility for technological advancement
and determine the productivity of R&D in general or within a particular field [25,26]. Technological
opportunity analysis can excavate innovative ideas by identifying technological trends and predicting
future industry scenarios from technological literatures, such as patents and publication [27]. In this
regard, technological opportunity analysis can be defined as part of technology forecasting. In previous
literature, qualitative methods depending on experts’ knowledge, such as the Delphi and brainstorming
methods, have been applied when exploring technological opportunities [28]. However, not only did
these require excessive time and social costs, but they rarely provided reliable results for decision-making
in determining target technologies to plan practical R&D [15,29]. As data analytical techniques have
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advanced, patent-based technological opportunity analysis has applied various data mining methods.
In particular, visualization tools, such as patent maps and networks, are mainly applied, since they can
make it easy to understand and interpret patent documents intuitively [30,31].

2.1. Patent Map

Patent maps have been employed to identify patent vacuums that are worth detecting for new
technology development [32,33]. In particular, the concept of forecasting vacant technology by
applying patent maps, such graphs and charts, has become popular, since researchers can simply detect
patent vacuums based on patent information [34]. Patent maps are useful vehicles for graphically
getting invaluable idea to explore technological opportunities, considering the relationship between
technologies [32]. Patent maps can present patent vacuums, regarded as technological opportunities,
that deserve intensive research for the development of new technologies [17,26,35]. In previous
literature, most patent maps were developed with keywords extracted from the patent documents by
text mining [17,30,32,33,35,36]. Each keyword corresponded to a dimension, and a keyword vector
was generated. Patent documents were located on the two-dimensional map by analyzing, classifying,
and arranging the keyword vectors based on the existence of a keyword in each of the patent documents.
Consequently, patent maps make the documents more informative and constructive [33].

The vacant area in the map has been proposed as a patent vacuum that has not yet been
developed. Patent vacuums have been identified by applying data mining methods, such as principal
component analysis (PCA), the self-organizing map (SOM), and generative topographic mapping
(GTM) [15,17,31–33]. PCA can reduce multi-dimensional data to two or three dimensions and represent
data on an informative plot [37]. PCA looks for the significant principal components through a linear
combination of the multi-variables, which can account for the most significant variations within
the database [17,38]. The SOM, an artificial intelligence technique, visualizes data as neurons from
multi-dimensional neurons into two-dimensional neurons [39]. In SOM-based patent maps, patents can
be located on discrete nodes and visualize the similarities and differences of nodes by color contrast [33].
Location of patent vacuums can be judged by color scale in the SOM-based map. However, there
are some limitations in interpreting the patent vacuums. PCA plots can display groups and outliers
associated in the data, but there are no rules to help detect outliers. In order to detect patent vacuums
in the PCA-based patent map, researchers’ opinions are required. The results can vary between
researchers, since each researcher will have different experience, knowledge, and judgment criteria.
It is also hard to detect the patent vacuums and explicitly interpret the potential of technological
opportunities on SOMs, leading to problems or analogies that cannot be interpreted or given in detail.
In addition, it takes a lot of time to understand the significance of patent vacuums and evaluate the
value of technological opportunities for practical R&D planning because the feature of the vacuums
cannot be grasped. In order to provide a principled alternative SOM, Bishop et al. [39] introduced
GTM, which can overcome the aforementioned limitations. GTM can project multi-dimensional data
space into low-dimensional latent space and vice versa, unlike SOM, which is not only quantified but
also requires empirical processes to confirm the results. GTM-based patent maps can also present
patent documents to the discrete distribution. More importantly, vectors for patent vacuums in a map
can be estimated due to the inverse mapping algorithm based on Bayes’ theorem. Thus, GTM-based
patent maps can automatically detect and interpret the patent vacuums in an objective way [15,31].
Son et al. [31] applied GTM to construct patent maps and discussed the character of each model by
comparing a GTM-based patent map with a PCA-based patent map and a SOM-based patent map.
As a result of comparison, the GTM-based patent map was suitable for quantitatively generating patent
maps, since the PCA-based patent map and SOM-based patent map has to be manually investigated
by researchers for interpretation of a patent vacuum.

In previous literature, keyword-based approaches have had some limitations in the analysis
process and interpretation of the results. First, even if text mining were applied, a noise filtering from
domain experts was required to extract elaborate and robust keywords when generating keyword
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vectors in the patent databases [40,41]. Keywords play a critical role, since patent vacuums are
generated by analyzing the characteristics of patents for keyword vectors. However, it is apprehended
that keyword vectors can be generated differently depending on expert opinions [32]. The results
therefore depend on the experience and knowledge of experts, which is a very serious problem. Second,
despite the process of analysis operating in a quantitative way, subjective points of experts are involved
in interpreting the result. It is difficult to specifically define what vacant technologies are and which
ones will be the most practical.

2.2. Patent Network

Any network consists of nodes joined together in pairs by links or edges [42]. The application of
a network can serve as a quantitative technique to represent the relationship between structure and
behavior of nodes [43,44]. Integration and recombination of existing knowledge coming from different
sources lead to the creation and the diffusion of ideas for new technology R&D [45]. Based on these
ideas, patent citation information has been used for network analysis, since citation-based techniques
can evaluate knowledge diffusion and link of patents in a patent database [31,46]. While patent citation
analysis makes it easy to understand the relationships between patents and is simple to use, it has
several disadvantages. First, the citation network merely demonstrates individual links between two
particular patents, which interferes with the comprehension of the overall relationships among all of
the patents. Second, citation analysis makes it difficult to deal with internal relationships between
patents or technological characteristics. Because it only considers frequency of citations, superficial
or even misleading indexes can be detected [44]. Finally, the average time-lag between citing and
cited patents is over 10 years [47]. Recognizing the shortcomings, network-based alternative methods
have been applied, such as keyword-based co-word analysis and IPC-based co-classification analysis,
to identify technological relationship sin patent databases [48–50]. In particular, co-classification
information is based on the fact that patents are classified to specific technological fields, considering
their technological characteristics [51]. Therefore, the co-classification scheme assumes the existence
or frequency of two IPC codes, jointly assigned to the patent document as a signal indicating the
strength of the relationship with technical knowledge [52]. Furthermore, the limitations due to the
time-lag problem are relatively improved, since the time of patent registration and patent classification
information are equal [22].

Thus, we empirically explored the technological opportunities in the field of assistive technology
for the visually impaired through the patent map and network analysis based on the IPC system.
This study suggests that we need to provide practical ideas for researchers to plan new technology
R&D by applying various data mining techniques. Results can be clearly interpreted from an overall
perspective on technologies.

3. Methodology

3.1. Generative Topographic Mapping

The patent map can be applied to detect the patent vacuum, generally represented as vacant areas
in the map, by reducing the dimension of multivariable data through information analysis in the patent
documents [53]. In the GTM-based patent map, patent documents are mapped by the GTM to a grid
point with a two-dimensional space using several parameters, such as the number of latent grid points
and the number of basic functions. In particular, the GTM-based patent map can visualize patent
documents in the discrete grid points by applying the delta function. The grid points are represented
as circle symbols or vacant areas to a rectangular planar surface (Figure 1). A circle symbol in the
map represents an occupied area, whereas vacant areas indicate patent vacuums, according to vacant
technology fields. Thus, researchers can detect patent vacuums automatically without additional time
or effort.
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In addition, the GTM-based patent map can identify characteristics of patent vacuums through
Equation (1), which is applied by reversing the transformation from a latent grid point to new data
points [40].

y(x; W) = Wϕ(x) (1)

Equation (1) serves to extract the reverse characteristics corresponding to the patent document in
the patent vacuum, where W is an initial weighting matrix and ϕ(x) is the activation of basis functions
when supplying a latent variable sample x in the reduced data space. The function y(x; W) maps x
onto corresponding points y(x; W) in the data space and vice versa [40]. Thus, we can estimate the
characteristics of patent vacuum and specify the signification of the prominent attribute as vacant
technologies. The best advantage of the GTM-based patent map is that it can be interpreted specifically
and easily through the inverse function (Equation (1)) [15]. If detailed information of patent vacuums is
extracted, the interpretation can be facilitated objectively. Therefore, we applied GTM when generating
a patent map to anticipate technological opportunities.

3.2. Social Network Analysis

A social network analysis (SNA), based on the concept of sociology, related to the way social
relationships between people constitute a distinct reality, was referenced [54]. It has been regarded as
an appropriate tool to understand inter-organizational interaction. It is also possible to empirically
assess the structure of a network in a more quantitative manner [55]. In the SNA method, the people
or groups are called actors (nodes) and the relationships between actors are expressed as a link (edge).
The centrality is used as an indicator to estimate the influence of actors [56,57]. There are three methods
to measure centrality of a network: (1) degree centrality, (2) closeness centrality, and (3) betweenness
centrality [57,58].

Degree centrality(i) =
∑

i, j
conn(i, j), i, j = 1, 2, · · · , n (2)

Closeness centrality(i) =
n− 1∑

i, j dist(i, j)
, i, j = 1, 2, · · · , n (3)

Betweenness centrality(i) =
∑

i,k, i, j

∑
k, j

dist(i, k, j)
dist(i, j)

, i, j, k = 1, 2, · · · , n (4)

For n actors, the degree centrality of actor i is defined as Equation (4), where conn(i, j) is the tie
incident between actor i and j, which measures how an actor connects with other actors. The closeness
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centrality is calculated by Equation (5), where dist(i, j) is the shortest distance between actor i and j,
which measures how an actor gets closer with the most important actor. The betweenness centrality is
calculated by Equation (6), where dist(i, k, j) is the shortest distance from i to j through k, which measures
how an actor bridges with other actors in a network [59–61].

3.3. Technology Level Map

In order to contrive practical R&D planning, it is necessary to specify the prominent characteristics
of vacant technology. A technology level map can assess the relative level of technologies. Figure 2
depicts the technology level map by applying the quantitative and qualitative indexes [62].
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Figure 2. Technology level map.

A technology level map is presented in two-dimensional space with X and Y axes. The X axis
represents the technology activity index (TAI) for the relative quantitative valuation of technology by
using Equation (2), where pi is the number of patent applications, according to specific technology i,
and P is the number of total patent applications. TAI stands for the relative growth of the technology,
and as more patents are applied, the technology is considered to be growing rapidly [63].

Technology activity index =
pi

P
(5)

The Y axes use the technology impact index (TII) for the relative qualitative valuation of technology
by using Equation (3), where ci is the citation number of the patent, according to technology i, and C is
the number of total patent citations. TII is applied to assess the technological impact because citations
are often associated with inventions of economic and technical importance [64]. Technology with a
higher number of citations can be considered more advanced because new technologies are developed
based on previous technologies.

Technology impact index =
ci
C

(6)

Whether technology is promising or not is evaluated by emergence of the technology. Emergence is
characterized as follows: (i) radical novelty or newness, (ii) relatively fast growth, increasing number of
papers, such as patent and publications, (iii) technological convergence, (iv) prominent impact, which
exerts much enhanced economic influence, (v) and uncertainty, which involves ambiguity regarding
potential applications of the technology [65–70]. In this regard, a quantity measurement (TAI) can
be employed to determine relatively grown specific technology on a technological field, and quality
measurements (TII) can be used to determine specific technologies that have a relatively large impact
on the technological field. We assume that all points with positive values in the technology level map
correspond to superior technology levels and emerging technology. Thus, we can interpret superiority
technologies with high technological growth and influence as potential and feasibilities technologies
for R&D.
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4. TOA in the Field of the Assistive Technology for Blind and Visually Impaired People

4.1. Overall Research Framework

This research aims to empirically explore technological opportunities in the field of assistive
technology for blind and visually impaired people. Figure 3 demonstrates an overall framework
with several stages. Firstly, patent documents related to assistive technology for blind and visual
impairment were collected from the US Patent and Trade Office (USPTO) database and extracted IPC
information included in the patent documents. Using the IPC information, an IPC vector that can
explain the characteristics of each patent documents was generated. Secondly, a GTM-based patent
map was developed to detect the vacant area regarded as the patent vacuum. Lastly, technological
opportunities were investigated based on the result of GTM-based inverse mapping. For this, SNA was
applied to interpret the relationship between technologies and a technology level map was also applied
to assess each technology level by calculating TAI and TII.
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4.2. Data Collection and Preprocessing

The USPTO database represents the data source to collect patent documents. Each country is
equipped with databases, respectively. However, it takes a lot of time to collect and preprocess patent
data from each database, because each patent database has different processes for collecting and
classifying patents. Therefore, it is effective to use the USPTO, which has housed the largest amount of
patent data issued in several countries [71]. Thus, we collected patent documents related to assistive
technologies for blind and visual impairment. In addition, it is necessary to set up relevant keywords
to retrieve patents because valid data can be collected according to research keywords and by deriving
appropriate results for technology forecasting. In this regard, related keywords are set by utilizing
technology research related to assistive technology for the blind and visually impaired in the patent [72].
Through the patent search formula derived in this way, 1728 patent documents from 1974 to 2020 were
collected for TOA. The USPTO housed full texts for patents issued from 1976 to the present, but only
had images for patents issued from 1790 to 1975. Patents issued since 1976 could be retrieved by text
search, whereas searches for patents prior to 1976 were limited to patent numbers or classification
codes. We could only collect patents after 1976 based on patent search formula; therefore, 1974 was the
first year according to the application year criteria. In addition, the core strategies and infrastructure of
each country developed, according to the advancement of ICT technology, since 1990. The field of
assistive technology for the blind and visually impaired was also enhanced. Thus, it was sufficiently
possible to identify technological opportunities based on patent documents patented since 1974.

A patent document has many descriptions regarding applied technology, such as abstract, title,
claims, IPC codes, etc. In particular, IPC codes can describe different technologies depending on the
field of the technology [73]. Thus, we regarded the IPC as individual technologies in this research.
A majority of patents do not have a single main IPC code, and it is obligatory to assign more than
one category to a patent document [74]. Thus, all IPC codes corresponded to each patent document
extracted. The IPC codes has hierarchical structures at the levels of sections, classes, subclasses,
main groups, and subgroups. We used the subclass levels to roughly explain the amount of detailed
information about the IPC. Consequently, 160 subclasses were acquired, but only 25 subclasses, which
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was higher than the average frequency of each subclass in the patent documents, which were then
used for analysis. Thus, a vector was created for each of the 25 subclasses, corresponding to the 1510
patent documents. A total of 218 patent documents were excluded because no subclasses were in
existence. As a subclass is equivalent to a dimension, the patent documents were transformed into
dimensions for the vector space. Table 1 shows a small portion of the 1510 by 25 matrix constructed for
analysis. If the patent 1 had G08B (subclass), the fields were filled with “1”.

Table 1. The format of the international patent classification (IPC) vector.

A61H G06F G01C G08B · · · A43B

Patent 1 0 0 0 1 · · · 0
Patent 2 0 1 0 0 · · · 0
Patent 3 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
Patent 4 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

Patent 1510 0 1 0 0 · · · 0

4.3. Identifying Vacant Technology Fields

Subsequently, the GTM-based patent map was developed by analyzing patent documents for
subclass vectors. Patent vacuums could also be detected. Prior to developing GTM-based patent
maps, parameters must be defined. Although several parameters should be set, the number of latent
points is very important, since it determines the map size. According to the map size, the number of
vacant grid points were determined. If there are few vacant grid points, it is difficult to detect valid
patent vacuums in a map. However, there is no rule to decide the parameters. Thus, we conducted a
sensitivity experiment to select the relevant numbers of latent grid points by changing the map size.
We conducted a test with three size options: (1) 6× 6, (2) 8× 8, (3) 10× 10. As a result, the 6 × 6 size
map was appropriated to visualize, but the 8× 8 map and 10× 10 map were too sparse to define patent
vacuums. Figure 4 shows the developed GTM-based patent map. As shown in Figure 4, the patent
vacuums could be discovered more clearly and automatically since all patent documents were mapped
at each latent grid point in the map. A total of seven latent grid points were detected as patent vacuums.
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The patent vacuums can be transformed into new subclass vectors in data space by inversely
mapping (Equation (1)). The new vector generated through the inverse mapping should consist of
the binary values as the original vector. However, there is no definitive method in determining a
threshold value to generate new vectors in data space. The threshold value should be decided based
on the purpose of the research. We set the threshold value at 0.4, considering the variance of the data.
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Therefore, each subclass vector field was filled with a “0” or “1”, based on the threshold value. If the
field value for the subclass was above 0.4, they were represented by 1, and the rest were represented by
0, shown as Table 2. The subclasses corresponding to the vacant technology in the patent vacuums
were sorted, as shown in Table 3.

Table 2. Subclass vector of patent vacuum.

Vacuum (No.)
Subclass

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

1(1) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2(5) 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3(16) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4(21) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5(23) 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6(28) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7(30) 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 3. Subclass corresponding to the patent vacuum.

Vacuum (No.) Subclass

1(1) A61H, A61F
2(5) G01S, A61H

3(16) G06K
4(21) A61F, B66B
5(23) H04M, G01C
6(28) H04M
7(30) G06F, G01C

4.4. Investigation into Technology Opportunities

Patent vacuum can be automatically detected through the GTM-based patent map and objectively
interpreted as the vacant technology fields in the patent documents. In order to derive new technological
content, evaluating identified patent vacuums is necessary to reflect their technological characteristics
and the potentiality. For this, we applied SNA for identifying the relationships between the grid points
in the GTM-based patent map and technology level map to compare the relative development levels of
technologies in the patent vacuums.

4.4.1. Social Network Analysis

Co-classification has more frequently been used for measuring technological distances to indicate
the similarity between technologies [21]. One subclass represents one technological field, so if two
subclasses are jointly assigned to the same patent document, it can be considered that they are technically
relevant to each other. Since the subclass vector was created based on co-classified information in
the patent documents, the characteristics of each patent could be described by the subclass vector.
The grid points in the GTM-based patent map were also derived by analyzing characteristics of patent
documents based on the subclass vector; therefore, the relationship between the grid points in the
GTM-based patent map could be explained through a new subclass vector, derived from inverse
mapping into the data space. The new subclass vector according to inverse mapping is represented in
Figure 5.
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Based on this idea, the grid points in the GTM-based patent map were visualized by applying
the SNA method based on the new subclass vectors to identify the relationship between vacant grid
points and occupied grid points. Figure 6 visualizes the network that could concisely explain the
relationships and explicitly classify the grid points [75]. A grid point in the GTM-based patent map
corresponds to a node in the network. The darker the link color, the stronger the strength of connection
between nodes. As a result, grid points highly related to the patent vacuum could be identified.
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Figure 6 represents four subgroups, where the patent vacuums are highlighted nodes with
orange colors. In order to identify the occupied technological fields related to patent vacuums by
subgroup, it is necessary to interpret the relationship from the SNA graph. Interpretation depending
on the graphic information is non-quantitative. In addition, the results are different depending
on the researchers. Therefore, we measured the similarity based on the new subclass vectors for
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each subgroup. When dealing with similarity measurements, Euclidean distance is applied among
various methods, such as cosine similarity, because it uses a traditional but effective method and is
outperformed [15,76,77]. It can be considered that the smaller the Euclidean distance between nodes,
the more similar their technical characteristics. Table 4 lists the top 5 nodes with the closest distances
when calculating Euclidean distances based on the highlighted nodes in each subgroup. For example,
in subgroup 1, nodes 20, node 27, and node 26 were shown to be close to nodes 21 (patent vacuum),
in order. In the case of subgroup 4, nodes 16 and node 5 accorded with the patent vacuums in the
GTM-based patent map. Node 5 was the closest to node 12, but node 16 was most related to node
10, respectively. Thus, even if they are in the same subgroup, they should be considered from the
perspective of individual nodes.

Table 4. Euclidean distance from vacant node.

Vacant Node Node Euclidean Distance Vacant Node Node Euclidean Distance Vacant Node Node Euclidean Distance

1

2 0.672

23

22 0.641

30

24 0.787
15 0.905 29 0.681 36 0.806
3 0.982 24 1.292 29 0.956
9 1.000 36 1.700 35 1.162
8 1.065 35 1.954 22 1.547

5

12 0.692

28

29 0.592
11 1.010 22 0.735
4 1.086 36 1.462
10 1.348 35 1.457
6 1.416 24 1.462

16

10 0.713

21

20 0.548
17 0.760 27 0.563
11 1.073 26 0.694
4 1.443 25 0.948
18 1.744 32 1.074

4.4.2. Vacant Technology Level Map

Although seven patent vacuums have been identified simultaneously in the GTM-based patent
map, the actual status of development may be different, respectively. Therefore, there is uncertainty
in applying the results to new technology development. Thus, the level of technology in the patent
vacuums can be identified by the quantity and quality indexes to compare the levels of development.
The level of the vacant technology fields is denoted by the TAI and TII indexes for each subclass,
as shown in Figure 7. TAI is calculated based on the application number of patents, including subclasses,
and the subclass for the patent vacuums is determined by reverse mapping. TII is also calculated based
on the citation number of patents, including subclasses derived in the patent vacuums. Each axis is
represented by the relative TAI and TII in order to distinguish the technology typology.
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The technology level of each patent vacuum was classified into two levels. The 1st, 5th, 16th,
and 28th patent vacuums were identified as superiority level fields because two indexes had positive
values, whereas the 21th, 23th, and 30th patent vacuums were in the inferiority level field, where
the quality and quantity level is negative value. In addition, the technological level of the subclass
derived from each patent vacuum is represented in Figure 8. We excluded the A61H when generating
the vacant technology level map, because A61H is classified with physical therapy, which covers the
treatment of disability and devices for exercising a passive body member [20]. Therefore, the A61H is
likely to be included in all patent documents, including machines, i.e., A61H is the most core category
of the assistive technology for the visually impaired. Consequently, H04M, G01S, A61F, and G06F were
identified as technology for superiority level fields because two indexes had positive values, whereas
B66B and G06K were inferior technology in quality and quantity level. G01C was positive in terms of
its quantitative level but negative in terms of its qualitative level.
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4.5. Results and Discussion

Technological opportunities were identified in a variety of ways. Firstly, the GTM-based patent
map was generated to detect patent vacuum. Consequently, a total of seven patent vacuums were
derived. Secondly, new IPC vectors that can explain the feature of the cells in the GTM-based patent
map were generated by inverse mapping. In order to represent the relationships between patent
vacuums and other occupied cells in the GTM-based patent map, SNA was employed, based on the new
vectors. There were four subgroups related to patent vacuum that were derived from SNA. However,
judgement of researchers was necessary to interpret the similarity between the nodes, which was
not quantitative. Therefore, we measured Euclidean distance because the results were able to be
different depending on the researcher. As a result, we identified the occupied technological fields
related to patent by subgroup. Thirdly, the development level of technological fields corresponding to
the patent vacuum were evaluated by constructing the technology level map, considering quantitative
and qualitative perspectives of the technological fields.

In the technology level map, it was found that the development of the 28th patent vacuum was
the priority among patent vacuums. When planning the new technology, the 28th patent vacuum
must be considered a promising technology field. However, it is difficult to support decision-making,
since there is no rule of thumb to determine specific technology that can be developed with existing
technologies. In order to provide more concrete and elaborate guidelines for creating innovative
ideas, the levels of individual technology in the patent vacuums was compared. In terms of subclass,
H04M was not only identified as the most superior technology, although it was included in the 28th
patented vacuum. H04M is a technology field that responds to circuits controlling other devices
through phone lines. H04M can classify technologies according to overall smart devices, such as
smartphones and smartwatches connected to other devices or systems through Bluetooth, cellular,
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Wi-Fi, etc. [78]. The results of the technology level map, where H04M was found to be the best, can be
interpreted as reflecting the widespread use of smart devices, such as iPhones and iPads. In practice,
applications guiding functions comprised of guide module sand mobile modules using smart devices
are becoming increasingly diverse and popular. A patent document can also confirm the association
with assistive technology for blind and visually impaired people, which is related to guide modules,
including road conditions signal acquisition modules, data acquisition process control module, and the
information. Various navigation systems using smart devices can be technological opportunities for
blind and visually impaired people. More importantly, smart devices can recognize object, voice, and
motion and can guide users through voice or vibration. Thus, guidance using the smart device can be
very effective to blind and visually impaired people. For instance, with the availability of a gesture
recognition system, user-friendly interactions have become possible and user-friendly systems can
provide convenience to the visually impaired. Subsequently, based on the result of network analysis,
we can identify that the 28th patent vacuum was the closest to the 29th patent vacuum, including
G06F and H04M. We can assume that G06F and H04M impact each other and can be interpreted as
having the potential to develop into new technologies. G06F, corresponding to a technology field for
electronic digital data processing, includes technologies to analyze data generated in real-time in all
dimensions. Additionally, it can be utilized to assist devices, including wearable guide devices using
various sensors to process big data occurring in real-time that have appeared. A wrist strap that can
guide the blind and visual impaired, according to acquisition user’s acceleration information and
motion, can used as an example. Therefore, in order to develop the future market for the blind and
visually impaired, it can be expected that it would be advantageous to develop assistive technology or
products using big data and smart devices, more specifically, road situation signal acquisition modules
and data acquisition process control modules.

5. Conclusions

This research explored new technological opportunities using patents in the field of assistive
technology for blind and visually impaired people. As data analytic techniques have advanced,
many researchers have attempted to quantitatively discover technological opportunities. Text mining
according to computerized tools is the representative, but it requires expert knowledge to extract valid
keywords to describe each patent document. In addition, previous studies have some limitations:
applying the experimental results to the R&D is an uncertain plan because the mining tools are not
only focused on quantitative process and the results cannot verify the technological value of the
derived results. In order to extract reliable and objective information, we explored the technological
opportunities by considering the characteristics of each method based on the IPC system in each
phase. Firstly, the GTM-based patent map was employed to detect patent vacuums automatically
and objectively by analyzing the subclass vectors that can reflect the feature of each patent document.
It is also a critical point of the GTM-based patent map that it is able to generate the new vectors
corresponding to the patent vacuums by inversely mapping from latent grid points into new data
points. Based on the new vectors, the characteristics of vacuum cells and occupied cells can be
objectively described in the GTM-based patent map and the relationships between cells in the map can
be identified. In order to observe the technological association, we applied the SNA and calculated the
Euclidean distance between the patent vacuum and other nodes to quantify the relevance to the patent
vacuum, rather than relying on expert judgement. Finally, the technology level was measured by the
TAI and TII indexes to assess the actual state of technological development. Consequently, promising
opportunity technologies in the field of assistive technology for the blind and visually impairment can
be derived, as aforementioned. This research highlights how to identify opportunities for upcoming
new technologies and obtain detail and practical information in interpreting the results in a quantitative
way. All analytic processes were computerized; therefore, it is possible to save considerable time in
exploring technological opportunities. This research also provides critical insights for researchers
and developers for projecting strategical R&D plans related to technologies that may emerge in the
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near future. In addition, this study can be an ample source for decision/policy makers to project new
contents. These activities can invent new technologies or products using technological convergence.

Despite aforementioned advantages of this research, some limitations still remain when identifying
specific technologies. IPC-based patent analysis can be regarded as analysis at the macro level that
focuses on performing statistical analysis. Therefore, it is difficult to distinctly specify more microscopic
technologies that can be judged to lead the future industry. Based on these limitations, this research
should be improved in the future. By applying text mining to the patent document corresponding to
the priority level of the technology field based on the IPC system, the core technology for the patent
data can be easily grasped. Additionally, it is possible to identify more detail and informative contents
by considering overall information of patents from both macro and micro perspectives.
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